Introduction
Let K be an equational class of algebras of some fixed type T without nullary operations. Let x-y = x be an identity in K, where x«y is a term of r , in which the variable y occurs.
Following J. Plonka [3] an identity f = g in K is called regular if the set of variables oc-curing in the term f is the same as that in g. Let R(K) denote the equational class of algebras defined by all regular identities holding in K.
It is known (see [5] ) that any algebra in R(K) is the Plonka sum of a semilattice-ordered system of algebras from K (see § 1 for definitions). J. Plonka [6] proved that a free algebra in R(K) is the sum of a semilattice-ordered system of finitely generated free algebras from K. In this paper we give a .necessary and sufficient condition for the algebra OL to be,free in the class R(K).
Our theorem gives a characterization of free algebras in the classes of distributive quasilattices, Padmanabhan quasilattices and sums of Boolean algebras (see [2] , [4], [7] for definitions).
Preliminaries
Let K denote an equational class of algebras of some fixed type r without nullary operations. (Por these and other standard algebraic notions see [1] ). where j = i,v ... v i , x r e A^ , r = 1,...,n. We call the r resulting algebra a = (A,P) the Plonka sum of the semilattice-ordered system <^,<a.> ieI , <f ii3 > i<j)i)jfI >. Theorem 1.
[5] If there is a term x»y of r in which the variable y occurs such that x.y = x is an identity in K, then R(K) consists of all isomorphic copies of Plonka sums of semilattice-ordered systems of algebras in K.
Prom now, we will assume that x-y = x is an identity in K. Now, let A free algebra in R(K) is the Plonka sum of a semilattice ordered system of finitely generated free algebras from K.
The following example shows that the oonvers of Theorem 4 is not true. Consider distributive quasilattices, i.e. algebras with two binary operations + and . satisfying the following axioms
It is known (see [4-]) , that every distributive quasilattice is the Plonka sum of the semilattice-ordered system of distributive lattices. Let Ct = (ja^ + , • ) be an algebra satisfying all mentioned axioms and x+y =x*y. (X is the Plonka sum of the semilattice-ordered system <e? t <a^> , ^ I = {1.2,3}, 1,2<3, l A i = {a ± }.CZ is the sum of one element lattices, it is generated by a^. and a 2 , but it is not a free distributive quasilattice with two generators, because of the following lemma.
Lemma 5-[8] A free distributive quasilattice with two generators has six elements.
Main result
The following theorem gives a characterization of free algebras in the class rc(K).
T h e 0 r e 1a 6. An algebra (X is a free algebra in the class 5(K) with 0» free generators iff it is th«
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Plonka sum of the semilattice-ordered system <& »^j^iel» 1) 9 is the free semilattice with the set J of free generators, 2) every algebra (X^ is a finitely generated free algebra from the class K, moreover (X. has exactly n free j x generators g^ (j = 1 f ...,n) iff i = i^ v ... vi^, where i^...,!^ J", i^ ^ i k for i ^ k and if i e J, then <X i is freely generated by g* = g^ = gj^ , Proof.
(=>) Let Or be a free algebra in the class R(K) with free generators gj,jeJ. 3y Lemmas 2,3 and Theorem 4, cx is the Plonka sum of the semilattice-ordered system <£r,< 0fj>i6l , <^i( . >i< . jij . ei:> , where every CX. a finitely generated free algebra from the class K and ff is the join semilattice of all finite subsets of J. We will prove now, that & is a free semilattice generated by one element subsets. Let <3 be a semilattice. Let f Q be a mapping of one element subsets of J into S. Let us define f({i 1t ...,i k j) = f q (| i^j j ) V... Vf 0 ({i k j), i 1 ,...,i k e J. It is easy to see that f is a homomorphisro from & into <3 extending f Q . Hence ff is a free semilattice. If
where k = 1,...,r, are all free generators of (X^ and are all free generators of Oi ) Let (X be the Plonka sum of the semilattice-ordered system described in the Theorem. By Theorem 1, (X belongs to the class R(X). Let aeA^, b e A^. Since x-y is a term,
we can Using (1), it is easy to check that x»y define a P-function (for the definition see [3] ). Moreover, for a,be A^, we have a 
x n Therefore, for iel, all generators of CX^ can be expressed by generators g.. with help of . . Hence (X is generated by the set I S^j »0 6 j}> Let » be an algebra from R(K). By Theorem 1, 0 is the Plonka sum of a semilattice-ordered system > £ e L , ^i.fiij.i.jel^ ™ f o !j^L ' Since ^ is a free semilattice, f Q can be extended to a homomorphism f je7-We prove now that any mapping h Q : jg^ , j e j| -B can be extended to a homomorphism h: CIHS. We define a mapping h as fo Hows:
h(a) = h i (a) for acA^, where :® f(i) a homomorphic extension of the mapping
h^ can be extended to a homomorphism because Qf^ is free in £. Let e F be a fundamental n-ary operation of the algebra C*. Let x^q for r = 1.. ,n, i = ^v... vi Q , This result applies, of course, to equational classes of distributive quasilattices, Padmanabhan quasilattices and sums of Boolean algebras (see [2] , [4], [7] for definitions). Added in print. After the submission of this paper the author have learned that a similar result was proved independently by A. Mitschke in her doctoral thesis.
